Title of “WORK”:

Author Name (“I” or “my”):

“PUBLICATION”: The Michigan Journal of Sustainability, University of Michigan

I assert the following with respect to the WORK:

1. This is my original WORK and I have the lawful authority to enter into this Agreement.
2. The WORK does not infringe the copyright or other intellectual property rights of another. I have obtained permission, where necessary, to use all material within the WORK in which I do not hold the copyright and I will share that permission with the Publisher upon request. The WORK contains no material that is obscene or defamatory; or that violates another’s privacy or other rights; or that is otherwise unlawful.
3. I indemnify and hold the PUBLISHER (Michigan Journal of Sustainability and Michigan Publishing), its employees, and its agents harmless against any losses and other expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees, that result from my breach of any of these assertions.

The Board of Regents of the University of Michigan (“Publisher”) accepts WORK for its publication process. Final publication through the Publisher is at the Publisher’s sole discretion.

If the WORK is accepted for publication, I grant the Publisher a non-exclusive, perpetual license to publish the WORK as part of the PUBLICATION named above under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND) License, and to act on my behalf to make the WORK discoverable and accessible itself and via third-party indexes, catalogs, etc.

- I grant the PUBLISHER permission to use my name in association with the WORK in its published form, and in any advertising and promotional materials.
- I understand that I retain copyright in the WORK, and that this Agreement does not prevent me from using this WORK in any way that I lawfully wish.
- This Agreement is made in Michigan, and any legal disputes between the parties shall be resolved in a Michigan court of competent jurisdiction.
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Date: ___________________________  Date: ___________________________
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